CSU San Marcos FAQ

1. **Transfer and COVID 19**
   - You must have 48 units by the end of spring 2020
   - Ok to complete math and English by the end of summer
   - Ok to be missing Communications and Critical Thinking
   - *Major prep* - ok P/NP in spring 2020 **only** for this year's admission

2. **Freshman admits CANNOT defer and attend Community College (CCC)**
   - If you attend a CCC – Must earn 60+ units from THAT college
     - You cannot claim "gap year" and attend another school

3. **Enrollment Appeal info:**
   - 2,109 transfers have submitted intent to enroll they are short on their target of 2,500
     - They’re *still seeking new students* - please appeal or submit a late application!!
     - They are reviewing denials from February.
       - You have all summer to pay deposit or email to ask for help
     - For the **FIRST TIME ever**, they will take appeals from people who missed the **deadline** to send their records

4. **Spring will be OPEN**
   - **Apply in August**
   - Not open in spring for nursing, extended education (EE)
     - it is a space accommodation (based on fall admission) so they cannot guarantee a spot
   - **LOCALS** are top priority
   - No set admission rules posted for spring at this time
     - traditional transfer rules apply

5. **Fees**
   - At this time - fees are the same for 2020- 2021 regardless if students have access to resources

6. **Fall classes**
   - Still working on new schedule

7. **Cross Enrollment**
   - You crash the class at the desired campus for cross enrolling
   - Prior to the start of the class contact the professor by email
     - Suggest contacting a week or two prior
   - $10 per class ($52 at SDSU)
   - Not open for summer
   - Need to be enrolled in 6 units+ at CCC to cross enroll